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tekken tag tournament 2 is the latest installment of the tekken tag tournament
series and was announced on the playstation 3 and xbox 360 on march 19,

2011. the game features updated graphics and new gameplay mechanics. in
addition to the single player arcade mode, players can play in vs. matches
online and via the playstation network or xbox live. if two players have the
same game save file, they will be able to choose the same fighters as one

another. these fighters will have all of their unlocked content available to them,
including unlockable characters, stages, music, costumes, etc. when the match

is over, the player with the best records for their characters will earn an
achievement for that character. the player will have access to all their unlocked
characters, stages, music, costumes, etc. while their opponent will only be able

to use the characters they have unlocked up to that point. character-specific
challenges may also be available for each fighter, such as a different ending for

the arcade mode depending on the fighter chosen. tekken tag tournament 2
features gameplay that is similar to that of the original tekken tag tournament,

with new techniques, attacks, and finishers for characters. these moves are
mapped to the controller's buttons, allowing for an easy transition between the

two games. there are six buttons that correspond to the six buttons on the
arcade board. the new storyline takes place in the same time period as tekken

tag tournament 2 and the mishima clan leads the fight against the heihachi clan
in the kuma island. the seven characters available will be joined by new

characters from tekken 7. the kuma island is also the home of new character jin
kazama and his estranged daughter kazuya. also joining the new players is the

heihachi clan member g, who seeks revenge for the destruction of his clan.
another new character is g, who is equipped with his own fighting style and has
a massive fireball attack. both new characters are brought together in the third

game of the tekken 7 season pass, which can be purchased separately for
$12.99. the tekken 7 main game is also available separately for $39.
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on the playstation 3
and xbox 360 on

march 19, 2011.[2]
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when the match is
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the best records for
their characters will

earn an achievement
for that character.
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only be able to use
the characters they
have unlocked up to
that point. character-
specific challenges

may also be available
for each fighter, such
as a different ending
for the arcade mode

depending on the
fighter chosen.
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tournament 2

features gameplay
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tag tournament, with
new techniques,

attacks, and finishers
for characters. these
moves are mapped
to the controller's

buttons, allowing for
an easy transition
between the two

games. there are six
buttons that

correspond to the six
buttons on the

arcade board. players
are able to play as
any of the twelve
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playable characters
from the original

tekken tag
tournament,

including new
characters such as
taka, ogre, female

taka, "copycat", and
female lei fang.
tekken 7 is also

playable, with the
characters from

tekken 7 appearing
as guest characters,
and the roster being

expanded to 22
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